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1. What makes the teacher get into a rage at the writer?

2. The poem is divided into verses. Tick two reasons why the poet starts a new verse.

 A different person is speaking. !
 Poems with this pattern of rhythm and rhyme usually have verses. !
 You can set it to music and sing it. !
 Each verse has one pair of rhyming words. !
 Each verse is about a new topic. !
3. “I play my world of real believe”. What do you think the poet means by the underlined words?

4. Dyslexic writers often muddle up the sounds in words. How does the poet make a joke about this?

5. (a) List two things the writer finds hard.

 (b) List two things the writer is really good at.

6. The poet uses lots of adjectives in verses 5–8, but many fewer in the other verses. Think about 
what he is describing in verses 5–8. Why do you think he uses more adjectives here? Include 
quotations from the poem in your answer.

7. Tick or cross these statements to show what the writer is good at.

 reading !	 drawing !	 painting !	 plasticine !	

	 making models !	 readin’ tests !	 dreaming !	 sounding out !
8. Do you think the poet is trying to be encouraging to children who can’t read well? Yes / No

 Explain your answer using quotations from the poem.

9. Which of these statements is the best summary of the whole poem? Tick one.

 Being good at reading isn’t important. !
 It’s fun to hide secrets from teachers. !
 Being “dyxlectic” means you are good at playing with plasticine. !
 Just because you find reading hard, it doesn’t mean you can’t do anything else. !
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